Putin Reveals why US against Making Deal with Russia on Syria

Moscow - Washington has been reluctant to make any concrete moves to reduce tensions with Russia in Syria public. But experts believe the spotlight on the situation is forcing a rethink.

According to experts, the US and Russia are both aware of the need for a de-escalation of the situation.

The US administration has ordered a review of the situation in Syria, and the Russian side has also expressed its desire to continue talks with the US.

The situation in Syria is complex, with a mix of regional and international actors involved.

The US has been pushing for a diplomatic solution, while Russia has been more focused on de-escalation and prevention of further violence.

The latest round of talks in Moscow is expected to bring some progress, but it is still too early to say whether a deal can be reached.

In the meantime, the situation in Syria remains tense, with both sides continuing to advance their agendas.

The US and Russia are still divided on how to approach the conflict, with the US pushing for a political solution and Russia insisting on military action.

The situation in Syria is complex and requires a comprehensive approach, involving all parties involved.

The US and Russia should continue their efforts to de-escalate the situation and find a way to resolve the conflict peacefully.